
In addition to the ten-year sentence Ms. Wells faces before this Court, she has a violation1

of probation case pending in the Leon County Circuit Court. See ¶ 40 of the Presentence Report. It
is for the offenses of armed robbery and burglary of a conveyance with a person assaulted and carries
a potential sentence of life in prison. 
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SENTENCING MEMORANDUM

Jane Wells suffers from significant mental health difficulties. She does so apparently largely

because of the sexual abuse inflicted upon her by an uncle over a period of , at least, eight or nine

years , which began when she was as young as five years of age. Because of her unfortunate history

she is not someone who is deserving of the maximum penalty for the offense. A sentence less than

the ten years recommended by the advisory guidelines would be would be “sufficient, but not greater

than necessary,” to comply with the goals of sentencing. 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a).1

In his March 10, 2010, report, Tallahassee psychologist Terrance Leland,  summarized the

treatment and diagnoses given between February 2005 and 2009 when Ms. Wells was serving a

prison sentence in Florida’s Department of Corrections:

She was treated near continuously with various anti-depressant, mood
stabilizing, and atypical anti-psychotic medications, aimed at
controlling her disruptive/assaultive behavior, depression, self-
injurious/suicidal acting out, and report of hallucinations.  A number



Dr. Leland’s diagnosis reads: “Axis I: R/O Schizoaffective Disorder, Bipolar Type, R/O2

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, Polysubstance Abuse in a Controlled Environment; Axis II:
Personality Disorder NOS (with Borderline and Antisocial Features). Dr. Leland explained to the
undersigned that “R/O” is an abbreviation for  “rule out” and that it means, essentially, that there is
reason to believe, in this instance, that Ms. Wells suffers a Schizoaffective Disorder and
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, but that he did not come to a firm diagnosis. 
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of diagnoses were assigned over this five-year period of time,
including Bipolar Disorder NOS. Schizoaffective Disorder, Cocaine
Dependence, Alcohol Dependence, Major Depressive Disorder, Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorder, Major Depressive Disorder (re-current
severe, with psychotic features), Cluster B Personality Traits, which
include anti-social, borderline, histrionic, and narcissistic personality
traits).

(Exhibit 1, p. 2). Dr. Leland reports that Ms. Wells currently “appears to have achieved a reasonable

degree of psychiatric stabilization.”  Id. at 3. He concludes that she is “clearly in need of ongoing

psychiatric treatment.”  Id. At 4.2

In Dr. Leland’s view, “Ms. Wells condition is the product of an extremely traumatic

childhood”:

She was subjected to early abandonment and ongoing sexual abuse and exhibited
disturbance in behavioral and emotional functioning at a young age.  Anger-control
problems, impulsivity, emotional reactivity, depression, and self-injurious/suicidal
acting out have continued to date.  Episodic non-prominent hallucinations and dis-
associative experience have also been reported.  

Id. at 3. The trauma Dr. Leland reports is primarily the sexual abuse she suffered at the hands of an

uncle, Franklin  Lewis.  

Ms. Wells was raised by her great grandmother.  Lewis is the great grandmother’s  son.

Lewis served in the military and would come home to Tallahassee several times a year. The last

incident, which occurred when Ms. Wells was 15 years old when she visited her uncle in Washington

D.C., led to an investigation by Florida’s Department of Children and Families. In a 1996 report



The National Institute of Justice is “the research, the development, and evaluation agency3

of the U.S. Department of Justice.”  www.ojp.usdoj.gov/nig/about/welcome.htm. It publishes the
National Institute of Justice Journal. 

Cathy Spatz Widom, Victims of Child Sexual Abuse-Later Criminal Consequences,4

National Institute of Justice Research Brief 7 (March 1995) available at
www.ojp.usdog.gov/nig/pups/sum/1511525.htm.
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from that agency, under the heading of “Allegation Narrative,” there is a brief description of the

abuse: “Jane’s Uncle Franklin who live in Witchita, Kansas  has been having sexual intercourse with

her since she was 6 or 7 years old. During a recent visit with him at his home, he gave her wine

coolers to drink and had sex with her, even though she said ‘no.’” (Exhibit 2, p. 7).

As Ms. Wells remembers it now, the incidents began when she was five years of age.

Between then and the age of fifteen, she says that her uncle had sexual intercourse with her several

times each year.  He would, alternatively, threaten her and give her money and presents in an effort

to conceal the abuse. She remembers him threatening to whip her and on other occasions,

emphasizing the threat by picking her up and pinning  her against a wall.  She says her uncle told her

he wanted to marry her.  There were also incidents short of sexual intercourse that occurred at the

hands of another relative and a boyfriend of her mother’s. See Exhibit 2. 

Cathy Spatz Widom, a professor of criminal justice and psychology at the State University

of New York at Albany has published a series of reports on behalf of the National Institute of Justice

about the consequences of abuse suffered by children.  In one of her reports, Dr. Widom recognizes3

that the “link between early childhood sexual abuse and later development in adult criminal behavior

is not inevitable,” and that the majority of children involved in her study that were sexually abused

did “not have an official history as adults.”  Nonetheless, she reports that as a whole victims of4

http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/nig/about/welcome.htm.
http://www.ojp.usdog.gov/nig/pups/sum/1511525.htm.


Cathy Spatz Widom, Childhood Victimization: Early Adversity, Later Psycho Pathology,5

National Institute of Justice Journal 4-5 (2000),  available at: www.ncjrs.gov/pdfiles1/jr000242b.pdf.
See also: Another Look at the Effects of Child Abuse, National Institute of Justice Journal 23 (July
2004), available at: www.ncjrs.gov/pdfiles1/jr000251g.pdf.  
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sexual abuse suffered the same sort of consequences as those who suffer from other forms of

childhood abuse.  Id.  at 4. Those consequences include lower IQ scores, a reduced likelihood of

completing high school, a greater likelihood of holding  menial and semi-skilled jobs,  a lower

quality of inter-personal relationships,  alcohol abuse, personality disorders, an increased chance of

attempting suicide,  and higher arrest rates.5

Courts, too, have recognized the long lasting effects of abuse.  See Santosky v. Kramer, 455

U.S. 745, 789 (1982)(Rehnquist, J. dissenting) (“It requires no citation of authority to assert that

children who are abused in their youth generally face extraordinary problems developing into

responsible, productive citizens”).  In a pre-Booker decision, the Second Circuit also recognized the

harm:

It seems beyond question that abuse suffered during childhood--at some level of
severity--can impair a person's mental and emotional conditions. See Roe, 976 F.2d
at 1218 (stating that "victims of [child] abuse frequently experience profound
feelings of inadequacy, isolation, confusion, low self-esteem, and guilt" and that
"each of these effects constitutes either a mental or emotional condition"); Vela, 927
F.2d at 199  (recognizing that "[a] defendant's family history of incest or related
treatment" can "cause[] [the] defendant to incur a mental or emotional condition that
affects criminal conduct"). 

United States v. Rivera, 192 F.3d 81, 84 (2d Cir. 1999). 

Courts have, as well, both before and after the decision in Booker,  concluded that childhood

abuse and the associated mental health difficulties can justify a below-guidelines sentence.  See

United States v. Walter, 256 F.3d 891, 895 (9  Cir. 2001) (“the combination of brutal beatings byth

his father, the introduction of drugs and alcohol by his mother, and, most seriously, the sexual abuse

http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdfiles1/jr000242b.pdf.
http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdfiles1/yr000242b.pdf.
http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdfiles1/jr000251g.pdf.


As Ms. Wells has explained to the undersigned, the incident was supposed to be a marijuana6

transaction.  To the surprise of Ms. Wells and her friend, Linda, the fellow named in the Presentence
Report as “Weed” pulled out a gun in the midst of what was becoming a disagreement about the
marijuana.  Ms. Wells and Linda did take advantage of the circumstances taking various items from
the victims, but they were not part of a plan to use a firearm to rob the individuals. See ¶ 40 of the
presentence report. 
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he faced at the hands of his cousin, appear to us to be the type of extraordinary circumstances that

may justify the consideration of the psychological effects of childhood abuse”); United States Brown,

985 F.2d 478, 482 (9  Cir. 1993) (recognizing that severe abuse and neglect would support ath

downward departure); United States v. McBride, 511 F.3d 1293, 1298 (11  Cir. 2007) (describingth

defendant’s history as “one of the worst” and stating that defendant had “been essentially abandoned

by his family and then consistently abused.”); United States v. Garcia-Lopez, ___ F. Supp. 2d __,

2010 WL 768782 (C.D. Cal., March 4, 2010)(citing the sexual abuse the defendant suffered as a

child as a basis for a below-guideline sentence).  

Ms. Wells acknowledges that she has a significant criminal history, including the armed

robbery charge listed in Paragraph 40 of the Presentence Report.   She acknowleges, too, that there6

is no immediate connection between the offense for which she is being sentenced and her mental

health difficulties and the past abuse, i.e., she did not possess the gun because of her mental illness

or because of the past abuse.  Nonetheless, her mental health difficulties and the abuse surely played

the primary role in what has been the downhill spiral of her life that has, in turn, led to the offense

before the Court.

The factors to be considered by a court at sentencing are by now well established.  See 18

U.S.C. § 3553(a); United States v. Gonzalez, 550 F.3d 1319, 1324 (11  Cir. 2008).  In Ms. Wells’sth

case, it is her personal circumstances that sets her case apart from many others.  As Justice O’Connor
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recognized in her concurring opinion in California v. Brown, 479 U.S. 538, 545 (1987),  “evidence

about the defendant’s background and character is relevant because of the belief, long held by this

society, that defendants who commit criminal acts that are attributable to a disadvantaged

background, or to emotional and mental problems, may be less culpable than defendants who have

no such excuse.”  See also, Porter v. McCollum, 130 S. Ct. 447, 454 (2009). 

 Ms. Wells’s current circumstances are the product of the abuse that began when she was five

or six years old.  To ignore that circumstance and sentence her as a wholly intact person would be

to ignore the longstanding tradition that sentencing courts have of considering the person before

them as an individual.  See Koon v. United States, 518 U.S. 81, 113 (1996) (“it has been uniform and

constant in the federal judicial tradition for the sentencing judge to consider every convicted person

as an individual and every case as a unique study in the human failings that sometimes mitigate,

sometimes magnify, the crime and the punishment to ensue.”). The human failing, here, is Ms.

Wells’s, but it is also that of her uncle and a family setting that allowed the abuse to occur. She asks

the Court to consider her mental health, the reasons for it, and her need for treatment and asks the

Court to impose a sentence less than the maximum of ten years. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been furnished by

hand delivery to the Office of Jason Coody, Assistant United States Attorney, 111 N. Adams Street,

Tallahassee, FL 32301, this April 12, 2010.     

Respectfully submitted,

                                                                 
Randolph P. Murrell
Federal Public Defender
Florida Bar No. 220256
227 N. Bronough St., Suite 4200
Tallahassee, FL 32301
(850) 942-8818

The names of the defendant and those involved have been changed for reasons of privacy. 


